See Tech More Clearly Help Bulletin

[#08] The April 2018 (1803) Update to Windows 10
If you are a regular user of Windows 10 you
should now be familiar with the concept that
Windows no longer sits on your computer getting
slower and more prone to crashes and problems
as time goes on, instead it is provided as a service
that receives regular monthly security and
operational updates, and full system developments
and changes twice a year. The good news about
this model is that in most cases it really does
continue to get better and better. The April 2018
version of Windows 10 is far better designed, complete, and useful than the original July
2015 version. Perhaps what is more surprising is that the majority of the changes are based
on user feedback provided from thousands of “Windows Insiders” and other people using
Windows 10 just like you.
When were you last annoyed by your computer? Did you check the built in Feedback Hub and
see if others were experiencing similar problems and had solutions, or to report your problem
to Microsoft? Find it under F in your Start Menu.

START > FEEDBACK HUB

to help change Windows 10

Changes Arriving With The April 2018 Update: Timeline
There is only one major
change and that is the
introduction of Timeline to
the Task View app. This
allows you to easily find
things you have viewed,
opened, or created over
the past month.
To use it simply click the
Task View button next to
Cortana on your Taskbar
then drag the slider on the
right up or down to find the content you wish to view and click it to open it again.

You can delete anything from Timeline that you don’t wish to keep simply by right clicking it
(or pressing and holding it on a touch screen) and selecting delete. By default Timeline keeps
the last 30 days history. If you use more than one Microsoft Account on your device choose
which accounts store history via the Timeline History options in the Settings App.

IMPROVEMENTS TO MICROSOFT EDGE BROWSER
Edge Browser continues to improve with each bi annual update to Windows 10, making Edge a
sensible choice for browsing the Internet, synchronising history, bookmarks and reading lists
between devices, and generally making life easier.
EDGE: CLUTTER FREE PRINTING
In the past you’ve probably been frustrated by the number of extra pages that
are wasted when you print something from a Website.
Following the April 2018 update to Windows 10, Edge now includes a “Clutter Free
Printing” option in the Print window - turn it on to remove extra clutter and only
print out the parts of the site you want to focus on.
EDGE: AUDIO TAB MUTE
It can often be frustrating when viewing several different websites in different tabs across the top
of your browser, and one of them is playing music or audio. Thankfully from the April 2018 update
to Windows 10, Microsoft Edge now features a small “speaker” button within the tab of any website
that includes sound which can be clicked to toggle the sound on or off.
EDGE: OTHER IMPROVEMENTS
Microsoft’s latest browser will now offer to auto complete details of forms you fill in online based
on data you have typed previously, and as Windows 10 becomes more and more useful for people
with physical or special needs, grammar tools have now been introduced to Edge to highlight
syllables, break down words, and generally make reading easier for people with Dyslexia, or who
just find reading difficult.
Have you tried Microsoft Edge on your mobile phone yet? There are versions for phones running
Google’s Android or Apple’s iOS available in the Google Play or Apple App Stores. Using Edge instead
of Safari on iOS or Chrome (or a built in browser) on Android means that your browsing history,
favourites and reading lists are synchronised with your computer, and there is a “CONTINUE ON PC”
button that allows you to send a notification to any computer connected via your Microsoft Account.
It’s extremely easy to be browsing a website on your phone then tap the button to open it instantly
on your computer - or send a notification that can be clicked to open it later. You can also set Edge
to be your default browser on Android if you wish.

OTHER IMPROVEMENTS
The new “YOUR PHONE” app available in the Microsoft Store will now allow you to link your Android
smartphone to your PC to send and receive texts or access photos from your phone on your computer screen simply by clicking and dragging them out of the app to another folder. Next year the
app will be enhanced so that it provides full “phone mirroring” allowing you to access most apps
on your phone directly from your computer screen.
Nearby sharing is also now available between any Windows 10 device. I recommend this article:
https://www.howtogeek.com/347941/how-to-use-nearby-sharing-on-windows-10/
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